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GSA Golf Help
Technical Help
Need support ?

We offer free phone, e-mail and remote access support

Camera Installation Q & A
Q: The cameras are connected to the PC but I don't see any images
A: Check the following
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1. Are the camera drivers installed?
Go to the

"Auto method of installing the camera drivers" on the camera installation page here

2. Are the cameras detected in the "Cameras" window of the Control Panel (CP) ?
You should see the message "Camera found" above each camera button in the Cameras window of the CP
3. When you select the "Video Stream Mode" do you then see new images ?
If yes then the cameras are running okay so the fault is with the camera trigger from the SX line scan camera
4. Are the cameras really connected to the PC via the USB cables?
Each camera must be individually connected to the PC via it's own USB cable
5. Are the USB cables too the cameras too long?
USB cable specs state that the maximum length of a USB cable between hubs is 3 meters or 10 feet
To fix: use powered USB hubs for every 10ft of USB cable
To test if it's the cable lengths causing the problem, connect each camera to the PC using just the supplied 6ft USB mini B cable.
If you then see that all cameras are running and images are being grabbed when set to "Video Stream Mode" in the CP cameras window,
try connecting one of the supplied 9ft USB extension cables to the camera using a powered USB in between the 9ft cable and the 6ft cable.
If the cameras are still running okay and you require more USB cable length,
add a second 9ft extension cable to the 6ft cable so that there is a 15ft (9 + 6) length of USB cable going from the powered USB hub to the camera
and a 9ft extension going from the USB hub to the PC.
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Note that then the 15ft length exceeds the maximum safe length of a USB cable without hubs so if the camera is then no longer functioning correctly
then a second powered USB hub will have to be added to the cable 6ft - to - 9ft USB connection.
6. Are the cameras connected to a separate internal hub and bus on the PC ?
Often times USB ports on the PC will share the same internal hub and bus on the PC's mother board
Go to

"How to determine what USB ports are sharing a USB bus or hub on your PC" on the Camera installation page to read more
Connecting multiple cameras to ports that share one USB Host Controller will split the USB 2 480MBit/s speed.
e.g. 4 cameras on one controller will then only run at 480/4 = 120MBits/s and probably won't function

Connecting multiple cameras to the same USB Hub on the PC's mother board will split the max hub's output of 2.5 watt power
Power - in this case - will be shared to the cameras connected to it and this will cause the cameras to not function as each camera requires 2.0
watts to function.
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Q: I see new images when in "Video stream mode" but not when the cameras are triggered by the SX line scan camera
A: Check the following
1. Are the two RCA cables connected from the SX camera to the Vcam and Hcam cameras ?
2. When you turn the SX sensitivity dial on the remote control left (anti clockwise), does the green LED light on the SX cam turn on?
3. Is the ceiling mounted IR LED lamp on?
The LEDs in the lamp will glow a dark red when on. Note that there's a photocell on the LED lamps that automatically switch the lamp off when
ambient light is in the room.
To prevent this, stick a small piece of black electrical tape over the photocell

Q: My cameras only trigger with high lofted shots
A: This will occur when the SX camera's sensitivity is not set high enough.
To set the sensitivity, turn the dial left until the green light comes on and then turn very slowly back until the green light just goes off again.
Note: do not stand under the SX cam when doing this otherwise your body will cause IR light reflections to get back into the camera. Stand as far
away from the SX camera as possible
Q: I've set the SX sensitivity as high as possible but it will still only detect high lofted shots
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A: This will occur when the SX camera's sensitivity cannot be set high enough due to the underlying surface reflecting too much light
Are you using the supplied black carpet under the SX camera?
We have lower reflective padded turf carpet now should you prefer not to use the black carpet

Q: My cameras are all running but seem to be in the wrong order.
i.e. camera 1 is the Hcam and camera 2 is the Vcam
A: This due to incorrect camera assignment
The correct assignments are Camera 1 = Vcam, Cam 2 = Hcam, Cam 3 = CTS frame 1 and Cam 4 = CTS frame 2

To change the camera assignments
select the camera in the CP cameras window, hold both the shift and ctrl keys down, and press the left or right arrow keys to move the camera up or
down the sequence.
Press the "Soft Trigger" button to grab a new image and confirm that it is the correct camera assignment
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If you're using the latest CP version V 8.6.4.9 or greater, switch the camera fixed "Assignments" OFF to start with and restart the CP.
Once the correct camera assignments are made you can save them by clicking on the "Save Assigns" but in the Vcam window.

Q: When I re-start the PC, the camera's order changes
i.e. camera 1 is the Hcam and camera 2 is the Vcam etc
Use CP version V 8.6.4.9 or greater, switch the camera fixed "Assignments" OFF to start with.
Once the correct camera assignments are made you can save them by clicking on the "Save Assigns" button in the Vcam window.

Q: Why are my Vcam and/or Hcam images upside down or back-to-front ?
A: This usually due to incorrect mounting orientation but you can easily flip the images

If the image appears up side down, click the "Y reverse" option on the right hand side of the window
If the image appears back-to-front, click the "X reverse" option

Q: When I hit a shot nothing happens and no ball is launched in the software
A: Check the following
1. Is the SX Line scan camera triggering the V and H cameras?
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When you strike a ball you should see that the bright green LED lights up for a second or two.
If not then click the above image go to the Line Scan camera setup page.
2. Check the Vcam and Hcam images to see if the ball trace has both the green cross hairs on it at both ends
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Your V and H cam images should look similar to the above images with the two green cross hairs at both ends of the ball trace
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Ensure that no other bright objects in the valid FOV of the cameras are being picked up as in the above image
3. Check the Max path angle and max camera de-activation time in the Hcam window

If the ball path (left or right) of a shot was greater than the "Max path angle" then the shot will be declared invalid and the ball won't launch in the
software
After a shot, the cameras are de-activated for a few seconds to prevent the following club or player from re-triggering the cameras.
If you play a ball during this de-activation period then the cameras won't capture the ball and the ball won't launch in the software.
The de-activation time can be user set from 2 to 8 seconds.
3. Check that you have selected the correct game software you are using in the CP's main window
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In the case of TGC, ensure that the TGC server is running and you see the message "TGC connected" in the CP

Q: After playing a while a camera will stop working
A: This is usually due to the USB cable length being too long
USB cable specs state that the maximum length of a USB cable between hubs is 3 meters or 10 feet
It's possible that the cameras will function with longer cables for a while but connections may become unstable.
With the GSA Golf camera system it is usually the Hcam camera that is effected by this as the cable to this camera is the longest
To fix: use powered USB hubs for every 10ft of USB cable
Note: Do not connect more than one camera to each USB hub!
Other than SX line scan cameras, each camera will require it's own individual USB powered hub
Go to the

USB camera cables section on the Camera installation page to read more

Q: I can only get 2 out 3 cameras or 3 out of 4 cameras to work
A: 1. This is usually due to the USB cable length to cameras being too long and/or cameras are connected to a single USB bus on the PC
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USB cable specs state that the maximum length of a USB cable between hubs is 3 meters or 10 feet
To fix: use powered USB hubs for every 10ft of USB cable
A: 2. Each camera shoulb be connected to a separate internal hub and bus on the PC
Often times USB ports on the PC will share the same internal hub and bus on the PC's mother board
Go to

"How to determine what USB ports are sharing a USB bus or hub on your PC" on the Camera installation page to read more

A: 2. Your PC's mother board is shutting down power to the internal USB bus when the overall power consumption exceeds a certain threshold
Usually adding an extra USB multi-port controller card to the PC will fix this problem
If it's just one extra camera that is not working then a lower priced single channel card will probably suffice, otherwise you'd require a multi dedicated
channel USB card
Go to the

USB ports section on the Camera installation page to read more

Q: How can I hit fades and draws with the CX2 system ?

A: Click the above button to read how to do this

Q: How can I hit fades and draws with the PX5 system ?
A: Your PX5 system will automatically detect fades and draws (plus slices and hooks) based on the relative club face angle to club path
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Ensure that after a shot that the system actually detected club data. Check the CP's main window for valid club data.

If not, then check that the "Valid swing loop count" in the "Sensor Settings" is set to 12.
The "Sensor Settings" window is accessed via the "Setup" windows

Q: How can I use the SX line scan camera without using the supplied black carpet?
A: In order to do this you'd need:
1: If not using the latest SX camera - the SX op-amp upgrade with the new lens (cost for the upgrade with lens is $149 plus shipping)
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2: use low reflective turf carpeting like our new turf carpetig we now supply

Example of low reflective turf:
6ft * 12ft less reflective padded turf grass mat suitable for camera systems
Price $399 + $99 shipping
You may find that the turf carpeting you are already using works well too so try this first

Q: How can I increase the range left and right of the SX line scan camera ?
A: Once again - If not using the latest SX camera - you'd require the SX op-amp upgrade and the new lens (cost for the upgrade with lens is $149
plus shipping)
In addition - as the increased 70 degree wide angle lens is only really of use if lighting is also available at these angles two extra IR LED lamps (cost around $70 each) mounted left and right of the SX camera would be required
Note that you can also use multiple SX cameras to increase the ball detection range but this method is a lot more expensive
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